
History 12 – Answering Evidence Questions Guideline Sheet  

 

 Use this guideline of steps to producing a quality response on the evidence question that requires analysis  

   of documents and using other historical evidence for support of your response. 

 

General Tips: 

1) Background knowledge of the event is essential = studying content. 

2) Make sure you understand the command terms of the question  and the boundaries of the question:  Command terms 

=  Explain how or Explain why. Boundaries of the question = if the question indicates a specific time period. 

3) Make sure you use the documents in your answer = Using the documents provided . . . 

4) Read the documents carefully noting the author, their origin (if given) and the time period. 

5) Develop an planning outline first before writing the final product. 

 

Two strategies based upon answering the evidence questions: 

 

Strategy #1: Answer the question in point form first (using proper chronology if applicable)and then read the  

                    documents and note which documents are actually saying the same point as you have made.  

                    Make sure you write the document # in brackets beside your answer. 

 

Strategy #2: Read the documents first with the question in your head and write in point form the answers related to the   

                    question that emerge from the document. Next, write down any answers that were not covered by the  

                    documents. When writing your final answer, organize it chronologically (if applicable) 

                    as you complete the question. 

 

How to integrate the information from the documents into the final answer 

 

 The challenge of the evidence question is to provide analysis of the central question while    using the documents     

    provided (the evidence) to support your answers.    This can be done in a number of ways as noted below: 

 

1) you may establish the main idea that is clearly presented in a document and bracket the document after your  

      establishment of the idea, however, that main idea must be the obvious idea within the document 

 

2) you may paraphrase a certain idea of a document but make sure you put brackets after  the paraphrase with the proper 

document # included: eg. (document 1) 

 

3) you may quote a passage of the document that provides the central idea you are referring to but again make sure you 

put brackets after the quote with the proper document # included:  eg. (document 4) 

 

4) after making a specific idea clear that obviously is the basis of one of the documents you may write one of a  

       number of connecting phrases: 

 

a) as supported by Document 3. 

b) as indicated by Document 5. 

c) as described in Document 2. 

d) as evidenced by Document 6. 

e) corroborated by Document 1. 

f) substantiated by Document 8. 

g) verified by Document 3. 

 

 You may choose to follow up the connector by reiterating the point from the document for clarity: 

   eg. as supported by Document 3 where Hitler states that the German army “must never surrender”. 
 

Now use the evidence question and documents example on the back of this sheet to assist you in understanding this 

guideline and getting ready for the provincial exam evidence question. The answer key is in this package but hidden! 
 


